
Fashionable Mens Casual Jeans,Six Pocket Cargo Shorts
 
Product show:



 
Service 
(1) Service Power
 
With the advanced equipment and the efficient work team, our production capacity per month has reached
 more than one hundred thousand sets.
 
(2) Experience
 
Have engaged in the ESD and flame retardant fabric/clothes for 11 years, and we have developed a series 
skilled production system, achieving a competitive market.
 
(3) Good after Sales Service
 
We have extended a consummate after-
sales service, to ensure the well going of the practice of our products for the customers.



 
(4) Market
 
Ten years extension, we have successfully marched Southeast Asia, Europe, United state, Africa and more 
than a dozen countries and regions.

 
Description:
 
Fabric: 100% cotton ,320gsm
Size:    S,M, L, XL, XXL
Colours: Black or Navy
 Style: whole pants are using three-dimensional cut, style simple and smooth, general outdoor pants are
very fat very loose,but this subsection to wear more stylish, solid shot, that is not bloated to wear, usually
at work, home is good to wear pants .It can be made waist is elastic belt loop design plus size can be
adjusted freely.
 
Size:28-50 Double  stitching:Front  Rise,Back  Rise,Outside  seam with non-elastic 
 
S-XXXL , european size with elastic
 
Zipper:nylon  Zipper , 2 pockets at side ,2 back pockets ,2 pockets at Knee pockets
 
Price is the most concerning problem of every customer. If you want to know the price, you need the know
the following parameter: style of the clothes, accessories of garments, printing method, embroidery,
pattern, fabric of garments, quantity of garments, date of delivery etc .These are the main factors to
decide the price. The more you order the lower price you will get!
 
Specifications:
 
Size European size,American size,Asian size (from xs to 5xl) or customized size

Minimum quantity 2000pcs

Design Not only can we make according to customers’ samples,but also we can help design it.

Samples The samples time is about two week,and if the samples are urgent,we can push it.

Package Each one in a poly bag or as customers’need,25pcs in one carton

Color Navy blue or customers’need

Logo Yes

Fit for: outside outdoor Waterproof Windproof Breathable workwear or sport wear

product type cargo work pants,cargo camo pants,work cargo pants

Function protective body warm and dry suit

Weight 320g/m2

Fabric 100% cotton,  20x16,120x60



Pockets Multi pockets

Pinting logo Yes

Model Number WH380

Standard European standard passed

Gender Men
 

 
Why Choose Us?
  
1. OEM service, make the workwear trousers as your sample or design.
 
2. All kinds of material for your reference. Various colours and print methods for you choose.
 
3. We will make sample for you to check quality before the bulk order.
 
4. Excellent after-sales service.
 
5. Our order production process:
 
Quality is priority.Our factory has 15 QC who strictly control the jacket's quality of every link in the 
production line that ensure the high quality of jacket, we will wear and wash samples in case of shrinking
or shading.
 



 
Shipping:
 
1) FCL-Full Container Loading.
2) LCL-Less Container Loading.
3) Express.
4) Air Shipment. 

 


